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Social Media &
Pornography Usage by
Sex Offenders: What you
need to know
BY TERRI ROGERS, MA, CJPO

About Me


Bachelors Degree in Political Science



Sex Offender Officer for Potter County



Master’s Degree in Criminal Justice



Chief of DeWitt County Juvenile Probation



Certified Social Media Intelligence Expert



Filter Broke a long time ago

Why do we have so many Juvenile
Sex Offenders?


Lack of sexual boundaries in Society



Lack of supervision



Instant Gratification



Expecting more from children at younger ages
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Learning Styles of Children


It is estimated that 80 percent of what we learn is through our vision. Children
who are primarily visual learners tend to get information through reading books.
They can also learn more from pictures and other visual materials.



65% of the general population are visual learners (social science research network,
2013)



"Show me and I'll understand.“



Visual learners learn through seeing. Children who are visual processors tend to
observe a parent’s or teacher’s body language and facial expressions for content
and learn through demonstrations and descriptions. They tend to have welldeveloped imaginations and often think in pictures.

-http://www.abilitypath.org/areas-of-development/

Porn Statistics


30% of the internet industry is pornography



Mobile Porn is nearly $3 Billion Industry.



A Google Trends analysis indicates that searches for “Teen Porn” reached
an estimated 500,000 daily- one/third of total daily searches for
pornographic websites



Of the 304 scenes analyzed, 88.2% contained physical aggression,
principally spanking, gagging, and slapping, while 48.7% of scenes
contained verbal aggression, primarily name-calling. Perpetrators of
aggression were usually male, whereas targets of aggression were
overwhelmingly female.



A Google search for “Bestiality” generated 6.7 million returns.

The Real Life Numbers


PornHub is the internets larges porn site



Total visits: 33.5 billion in 2018



Number of videos viewed: 78.9 billion



29% of Pornhub’s viewers are women



US is top consumer in child porn and obscene porn



The U.S. is Number 1 in per capita page views



Average viewing time by an American: 10 minutes and 13 seconds.
80% of porn is viewed on smartphones or tablets
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Juvenile Sex
Offenders:
Pornography
Usage

A STUDY BY TERRI ROGERS &
CARLA THURMAN OF
THURMAN POLYGRAPHS

About The Research


243 Children for a total of 572 polygraphs



Statistical analysis of relevant material



All conducted between 2010 & 2016



Counties across Texas Panhandle



Juvenile Offenders ONLY

The participants


93% Male, 7% Female



Race:


White 48%



Hispanic 40.7%



Black 10.4%



Other 6%
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The Crimes


Aggravated Sexual Assault of a Child



Indecency with a Child- Sexual Contact



Indecency with a Child- Exposure



Indecent Exposure



Sexual Assault



Injury to a Child



Other

Agg Sex Assault

Indecency- Contact

Indecency- Exposure

Indecent Exposure

Sex Assault

Injuary to a Child

Other

2%
3%
2%
5%

7%

54%
27%

From the Research
97 percent of juvenile sex offenders tested admitted to using pornography





Victims: Female: 69% Male: 31%



The Average age of exposure was 10.5 years old



Some admitted to using as much as 3-4 hours per day - EVERY DAY



Most stated that they do masturbate while watching pornography but there have been
other reasons including trying to convince a victim to engage.

THEY SEE IT…


They See It. They want to do it.



They See it. “Happy Feeling”. They want to do it.



They See It. They See It. They See it. (Addiction)

THEY SEE IT
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The Impact Porn is having ….

Desensitization



One survey of 28,000 Italian men found that "excessive consumption" of porn, starting at
age 14, and daily consumption in their early to mid-20s, desensitized men to even the
most violent images. – Everyday Health



Users tend to become desensitized to the type of pornography they use, become bored
with it, and then seek more perverse forms of pornography.



Men who view pornography regularly have a higher tolerance for abnormal sexuality,
including rape, sexual aggression, and sexual promiscuity.



June 2015- “He stated he is addicted to porn and used it everyday when he had a
chance. The more he watched the less regular stuff turned him on. He said he had to
watch porn to get turned on.”

Boys being Boys?....



I would wait until my grandma went to sleep then go into the living room and watch porn
on Netflix and Youtube for 3-4 hours a night. I masturbate as much as I can.



If I have access to the internet, I am going to watch porn.



I was watching porn the night before I touched my (victim)



I was watching porn and decided I would try it with my (victim)



If I don’t use porn, I will do my brother.



I would show (victim) pornography to make them want to have sex with me.

What If it is more of an addiction?
Effect on the Mind:
Pornography significantly distorts attitudes and
perceptions about the nature of sexual intercourse.
Men who habitually look at pornography have a higher
tolerance for abnormal sexual behaviors, sexual
aggression, promiscuity, and even rape. In addition,
men begin to view women and even children as “sex
objects,” commodities or instruments for their
pleasure, not as persons with their own inherent
dignity.
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What If it is more of an addiction?

Effect on the Body:
Pornography is very addictive. The addictive
aspect of pornography has a biological
substrate, with dopamine hormone release
acting as one of the mechanisms for forming
the transmission pathway to pleasure centers
of the brain.

Teenage Brain



The teenage mind is wired to learn.



Science suggest that it’s important for kids to be challenged and exposed
to novelty in order to facilitate healthy development of brain systems that
are important for things like self-regulation. –Steinberg



The rewards pathways in the adolescent brain are on overdrive. So
dopamine-producing activities like hanging out with friends and taking
risks feel that much better during adolescence.

What If it is more of an addiction?

Several factors predict an adolescent’s use of
pornography. Teenagers who watch
pornography more frequently tend to be high
sensation seekers, less satisfied with their
lives, have a fast Internet connection, and
have friends who are younger.
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Masturbation Rates


Of those tested, the average masturbation per week was 9.67 times per
week.



Lowest number was 0 and highest recorded number was 49.



There were multiple juveniles who answered “as much as I can”

High Masturbation Rates
Masturbation Rates of >15 per week.
 100 % were viewing pornography regularly


Deviant Behaviors: 69%, 55% objects & 27% Panties



Animals: 62%



Average number of victims: 4

Supervising Sex Offenders in
a Virtual World
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From the Research


88% of juveniles actively using social media



Against most treatment rules



Unknown contact



Contact with unknown ages



Contact with prohibited individuals



Sexually explicit contact



Ability to hide activity

Facebook



2.38 billion active users. 1.56 Billion Mobile users- daily using



Age Policy: 13+



MYTH: becoming outdated *** Juveniles are not leaving FACEBOOK***



Population usage: 57% of adults, 73% ages 12-17



4.5 billion “likes” daily.



900 million active Messenger users



Average number of friends- Adults- 338, Juveniles 27% over 500



Policy on sex offenders: Convicted sex offenders are not allowed to use Facebook. Has
option to report the account.



Policy on nudity: Restrict the display of nudity. Remove: genitals, fully exposed buttocks,
some images of female breasts- no nipples. Sexual intercourse is prohibited along with
descriptions in vivid detail.
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SnapChat


Snapchat is about sharing moments and having fun.



218 Million Users



90% of 13-24 year olds are using snapchat & 75% of 13 to 34 year olds



3.5 Billion snaps per day



Keep it legal- don’t snapchat illegal shenanigans and if you’re under 18 keep your
clothes on.



What not to snap: pornography, nudity, sexually suggestive content involving minors.

Youtube
POLICY ON NUDITY/PORNORGRAPHIC IMAGES


sexually explicit content like pornography is not allowed. Videos containing fetish
content will be removed or age-restricted depending on the severity of the act in
question. In most cases, violent, graphic, or humiliating fetishes are not allowed to
be shown on YouTube.



A video that contains nudity or other sexual content may be allowed if the
primary purpose is educational, documentary, scientific, or artistic, and it
isn’t gratuitously graphic.



In cases where videos do not cross the line, but still contain sexual content, we
may apply an age-restriction so that only viewers over a certain age can view the
content.



Videos containing nudity or dramatized sexual conduct may be age-restricted
when the context is appropriately educational, documentary, scientific or artistic.
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Instagram



500 million daily users
1 billion monthly users



32% of US teens consider Instagram as most important media outlet



41% of users are ages 16-24



56.3% male, 43.7 % female



Community guidelines: Post your own videos, Keep your clothes on, be respectful, Don’t
spam, have fun.



Accounts found sharing nudity or mature content will be disabled. We may remove
images that show nude or partially nude children for safety reasons.

tinder


Matchmaking Mobile App that uses GPS technology to set a radius option
to match anyone.



Uses Facebook for basic info to match



Users anonymously like or reject by swiping away or taping on match



If both accept, a chat opens.



Photo’s can be shared

*CUDDLR is the same app but does not give ages. BE AWARE OF THIS APP
*GRINDR is the same app for gay men. GRINDR XTRA- fee service

TIkTok
• A social media platform for creating, sharing and discovering short music videos
and karaoke- singing, dancing, comedy and lip-syncing
• 66% of users are under the age of 30
• More popular than Snapchat currently
• TikTok is a Pedophile magnet- anyone can request to view a private account’s
content- sexually explicit comments appear on videos by children under 10.
• TikTok waits for the messages to be reported before removal.
• They do not take actions towards accounts that made the lude comments
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Be like to cool kids…..

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xXWcmYvnlxQ

Quick Mentions


Gaming Systems



Gaming chats



SKYPE



Messaging Apps

The Dark Web
BY: TERRI ROGERS, MA, CJPO
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IS IT ILLEGAL TO GET ON THE DARK WEB?

NO!

Deep Web vs. Dark Web



Surface Web is Google, Bing, Yahoo and the other public web indexes



Deep Web is anything those search engines can’t find. “unindexed”



Dark Web is intentionally hidden from searches and requires a special
browser.

What is the “Deep” Web?
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The Dark Web






What is the “Dark Web?”


A secretive network



Unindexed Files



Peer to Peer anonymous sharing

How do you access it?


The Onion Router



I2P



Freenet

What can you find?

I2P


Invisible Internet Project created
in 2003



Anonymizing network for secure
connections between users.



Special software is needed to
communicate with other I2P users



Intended to protect
communication



Used by people who want
privacy- activist, oppressed,
journalist



All messages End to End
encrypted- 4 layers

What can I2P do?


Email



Web browsing



Blogging



Real-time Chat



File Sharing



File Storage



Much Much More…



Garlic routing – sends messages in bundles instead of individually.
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Freenet


Peer to Peer network for anonymous file sharing



Users have let Freenet use some of their hard drive to store files in
exchange or use.



Each user has a cryptographic identifier (key)



All the sites are listed in directories.

The Onion Router

TOR


Tries to keep you anonymous while browsing online by sending web traffic
through a worldwide system of relays or network.



The browser is a branch of Firefox that has additions for extra privacy.



Instead of .com you will see .onion
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Some Stories


ASPEN HILL, MD — A Montgomery County man was sentenced to 20 years in
prison for the distribution of child pornography, prosecutors said. Kevin Heiting,
30, of Aspen Hill pleaded guilty in 2017, admitting that thousands of users
connected to one of his laptops and downloaded pornographic files.



Police say Reasonover told them he bought credit card numbers from the
“dark web” for $100. They say Coleman then used the numbers to buy
products from the Lowe’s store, which included refrigerators, lawn mowers,
water heaters and other times. They say the two were meant to drive to
Chicago and turn the truck over to an unknown person for $300 each.



Facebook logins can be sold for $5.20 each because they allow criminals to
have access to personal data that could potentially let them hack into more of
an individual’s accounts. The credentials to a PayPal PYPL, +2.87% account
with a relatively high balance can be sold on the dark web for $247 on
average, the report found.

Some Stories


One’s entire online identity, including personal identification numbers and
hacked financial accounts, can be sold for only about $1,200 on the dark
web, Fractl found.



A preacher who was an avid user of adultery site Ashley Madison
attempted to hire a hitman to make his wife’s death appear to be an
accident, according to prosecutors. Authorities later discovered that the
bitcoin code used to pay for the hit on the woman was traced to her
husband’s iPhone.

Cryptocurrencies
Worldwide Payment System of decentralized digital currency.
Almost Impossible to counterfeit.


BitCoin



LiteCoin



Ethereum



Leading cryptocurrency type



Current worth: 1= $10,420.00





Current Worth: 1= $83.10
Current Worth: 1= $270.24
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